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Abstract. In addition to the common 3-body decay of the neutron n → pe−νe there should exist an effective
2-body subset with the electron and proton forming a Hydrogen bound state with well defined total momentum,
total spin and magnetic quantum numbers. The atomic spectroscopic analysis of this bound system can reveal
details about the underlying weak interaction as it mirrors the helicity distributions of all outgoing particles.
Thus, it is unique in the information it carries, and an experiment unravelling this information is an analogue
to the Goldhaber experiment performed more than 60 years ago. The proposed experiment will search for
monoenergetic metastable BoB H atoms with 326 eV kinetic energy, which are generated at the center of a
throughgoing beamtube of a high-flux reactor (e.g., at the PIK reactor, Gatchina). Although full spectroscopic
information is needed to possibly reveal new physics our first aim is to prove the occurrence of this decay
and learn about backgrounds. Key to the detection is the identification of a monoerergtic line of hydrogen
atoms occurring at a rate of about 1 s−1 in the environment of many hydrogen atoms, however having a thermal
distribution of about room temperature. Two scenarios for velocity (energy) filtering are discussed in this paper.
The first builds on an purely electric chopper system, in which metastable hydrogen atoms are quenched to
their ground state and thus remain mostly undetectable. This chopper system employs fast switchable Bradbury
Nielsen gates. The second method exploits a strongly energy dependent charge exchange process of metastable
hydrogen picking up an electron while traversing an argon filled gas cell, turning it into manipulable charged
hydrogen. The final detection of hydrogen occurs through multichannel plate (MCP) detector. The paper
describes the various methods and gives an outlook on rates and feasibility at the PIK reactor in Gatchina.
1 Introduction
The neutron decay has for many years been and is sub-
ject of intense studies, as it reveals detailed information
on the structure of the weak interaction [1]. Using the
two-body neutron decay into a hydrogen atom and an elec-
tron anti-neutrino n → H +ν¯e, the hyperfine populations
of the emerging hydrogen atom can be investigated [2].
The challenge lies in the very small 4 · 10−6 branching
ratio to the total neutron decay rate. Hydrogen atoms
from this decay have 325.7 eV kinetic energy correspond-
ing to a β = v/c of 0.83 · 10−3 (non-relativistic Hydro-
gen atom). Due to conservation of angular momentum,
the electron populates only s-states in the Hydrogen atom
(83.2% H(1s), 10.4% H(2s)). If one applies the standard
purely left handed V-A interaction (the antineutrino helic-
ity Hν¯ being 1) [3, 4], three of the four possible hyperfine
spin states are allowed (see Fig. 1).
Their populations are given by
w1 =
(χ − 1)2
2(χ2 + 3)
(1)
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Figure 1. Neutron bound beta decay hydrogen atom hyperfine
states (black: momentum, red: spin). Configurations 1, 2, 3 are
allowed within the V-A theory. For the configuration 4 a right-
handed neutrino is needed. F is the total hyperfine spin and mF
the F projection.
w2 =
2
χ2 + 3
(2)
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w3 =
(χ + 1)2
2(χ2 + 3)
(3)
χ =
1 + gS
λ − 2gT . (4)
They depend on λ = gA
gV
(ratio of the weak axial-vector and
vector coupling constants of the nucleon, λ = -1.27641±
0.00056 [5]), and also on the scalar and tensor coupling
constants gS and gT . Thus by measuring the populations
w1 - w3 of these spin states, a combination of gS and gT can
be obtained. The population w4 of the spin state shown as
configuration 4 in Fig. 1 can only occur, if right-handed
neutrinos are emitted [6]. Applying the left-right symmet-
ric model with its V+A admixture, leads to
w4 =
(x + yλ)2
2 · (1 + 3λ3 + x2 + 3λ2y2) , (5)
where x = η − ς, and y = η + ς [6]. The parameter η de-
pends on the mass ratio of two intermediate charged vec-
tor bosons, and ς is the mixing angle of the boson’s mass
eigenstates. From the µ+ decay, upper limits for these pa-
rameters can be deduced [7, 8] (η < 0.036 and ς < 0.03 ;
C.L. 90%). The antineutrino helicity can be expressed by
Hν¯ =
1 + 3λ2 − x2 − 3λ2y2
1 + 3λ2 + x2 + 3λ2y2
≤ 1. (6)
If Hν < 1 is measured, i. e., right-handed neutrinos obvi-
ously occur in the experiment, a left-right symmetric ex-
tension of the Standard Model may apply, where a new
heavy gauge boson W2 occurs, which couples to right-
handed particles and the known W1 boson primarily cou-
pling to left-handed particles. η is the W1 over W2 mass ra-
tio squared. By linear combination of W1 and W2 with the
mixing angel ζ, left- and right-handed mass Eigenstates
result [6].
If one sets ς=0 and η=0.036, then the population of the
forbidden spin state becomes w4 '10−5, and the helicity of
the antineutrino Hν¯=0.997. The goal of the planned BoB
experiments is to reduce the upper limit of |gS |<6·10−2
(C.L. 68%) [9] by a factor of 10. The helicity of the an-
tineutrino should be determined with an accuracy of 10−3.
With this accuracy one can set the statistical uncertainty
of η to '10−2, and therefore via Eq. 5 also the necessary
statistical uncertainty of w4.
It is planned, to perform the first experiments at the PIK
reactor in Gatchina (Russia). In a first setup (see Fig. 2)
we will install in one of the throughgoing beam tubes of
this reactor an Argon gas cell, located in the high neutron
flux area, close to the fuel element. The metastable hydro-
gen atoms H(2s) will capture an electron from the Argon
atoms, and be transformed to H− ions. These ions have al-
most the same energy as the H(2s) atoms ('326 eV). The
cross section for electron capture by H(2s) is roughly two
orders of magnitude larger, compared to the reaction with
hydrogen atoms in the ground state (H(1s)) [10]. During
the capture process, the 2s state decays, and the energy
difference between the 2s and 1s state is transferred to the
H− ion ('10 eV [11]) as gain in kinetic energy.
Figure 2. BoB setup at the Gatchina PIK reactor consisting of
an Ar gas cell, an electrostatic focusing element, a pulsed electric
deflector, a BN gate chopper and a MCP detector.
Inside the throughgoing beam tube, a combination of
Einzel lenses [12] will focus the H− ions onto the entrance
of a pulsed electrical deflector, outside of the biological
shield of the reactor. This deflector (see Fig. 14) will
bend the H− ions by 90o out of the direct view into the
throughgoing beam tube. This strongly reduces the direct
background coming from the beam tube.
The H− ions pass subsequently through two Bradbury
Nielsen gates (BN gates), which work as an electrical
time-of-flight (TOF) system [13] for charged particles, en-
abling us to measure the energy of the H− ions with a
resolution of about 1.6%. The H− ions are counted by a
multi-channel-plate (MCP) detector afterwards. A second
method of determining the velocity/energy of the H− ions
would be the counter-field method, which is described in
detail in Ref. [11]. Detailed simulation of the background,
emerging from the throughgoing beam tube still have to be
performed (MCNP [14]) for the PIK reactor. We have al-
ready done such simulations for the situation at the beam
tube SR6 at the FRM II reactor in Munich. We devel-
oped for that beam tube a concept (shielding, collimation),
which reduces the neutron and γ background to a level at
which the BoB experiment becomes feasible. These re-
sults will be published elsewhere. Furthermore, we have
investigated the effects of residual gases in the beam tube.
It turned out, that a cooled insert tube in the throughgo-
ing beam tube is necessary, in order to freeze out the gas
molecules, which otherwise would disturb the traveling
H(2s) atoms.
A second detection scenario for bound neutron β-decays is
the use of a velocity filter for metastable hydrogen atoms,
again using a system of two switchable gates in the beam
tube. These gates act on the 2s state and will quench
metastable hydrogen by means of an electric field in the
closed mode and leave it untouched in the open mode.
Placing two fast switching gates at fixed distance with ap-
propriate phase shift of open/close state acts as a narrow
band velocity filter (chopper). The detection of surviving
metastable hydrogen atoms can proceed with an argon cell
described above or by means of a quenching plate mounted
close to a MCP to detect electrons released from the plate
in this process.
2 Ongoing Work
2.1 Bradbury Nielsen gate chopper
A BN gate consists of a layer of wires mounted on insu-
lating frames as shown in Fig. 3. Opposite electric poten-
tials applied to adjacent wires generate local electric fields
between them which deflect charged particles out of the
beam, as shown at the right in Fig. 3. Switching off the
voltage removes the deviating effect. One can therefore
set up a time-of-flight (TOF) system, using two BN gates
at a certain distance, combined with a fast switching elec-
tronics [13]. While in the first step of the neutron BoB ex-
periment this concept will be applied for H− ions, it works
also for metastable H(2s) atoms which are quenched to
the 1s state in the vicinity of a charged wire and thus are
no longer available for study in the beam. A typical pulse
Figure 3. Left: A design drawing of a BN gate. Right: BN gate
section view and functioning. The device consists of two insu-
lated grids with equal + and - voltages, producing an electric field
between the grid wires by means of which charged particles are
deflected. At zero voltage, the particles pass the gates non- de-
flected. Neutral particles, e.g., metastable H(2s) hydrogen atoms,
are de-excited into H(1s) by means of the electric field. At zero
field they remain to be H(2s).
signal applied to a BN gate using the electronic system de-
veloped in-house is shown in Fig. 6. A typical pulse signal
for one BN gate is shown in Fig. 6. Switching BNG1 and
BNG2 (see Fig. 9) with short pulses (ns), and with a de-
lay for the second gate, leads to a selection of a defined
velocity of the charged particle or H(2s) atom with a good
energy resolution of a few percent. Figure 4 depicts one
of our BN gates. Its aperture is 1.76 cm × 1.26 cm. The
geometrical dimensions of the BN grid wires are shown in
Fig. 5.
For example, if a voltage of U+/− = ± 200 V is applied
between the wires, an electrical field of E = 2.5 · 105 V/m
is produced at (x, y) = (0, 0). A proton with 500 eV energy
will be deflected by this field with an angle of 14.7o out of
the collimated beam direction. As proof of principle we
tested our BN gate system with 500 eV protons, coming
from a strong plasma source (see next section for details).
The TOF spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. The gates were
switched with 500 ns pulses (duty time), which determine
the FWHM of the peak.
Figure 4. Bradbury Nielsen gate consisting of two insulated wire
grids being chargeable with ± 500 V each. For adjusting the
grid input resistance to the 50 Ω cable between electronics and
BN gate, the grids are grounded by a serial RC element with
R = 50 Ω and C = 100 nF (not shown).
2.2 A proton/ion source for R&D experiments
towards BoB
For the purpose of developing the necessary tools for a
future BoB experiment, we have built an experimental test
facility with a commercial ion source, which is normally
used in the semiconductor production [15] (see Fig. 8).
We have set up a beam line for protons and ions, which are
collimated by iris diaphragms. Figure 9 shows a typical
setup of our experiments.
If the plasma source is driven with hydrogen gas, a sta-
ble proton beam can be produced. The energy of this
beam can be set by an extraction voltage. If the pres-
sure in the plasma source is not too high an almost mono-
energetic beam can be achieved. Figure 10 and 11 show
the plasma source proton line profile for two different pres-
sures. The proton source peak at low pressure (5 · 10−4
mbar) has roughly a FWHM of 10 eV. The manufacturer
of the source (TECTRA) quotes an intrinsic FWHM line
width of 10 eV at a pressure of 5 · 10−4 mbar. At higher
pressure the FWHM line width of the proton source line
profile increases, e.g., to ∼ 30 eV at 5 ·10−3 mbar (see Fig.
11). The broadening can be explained by elastic scattering
of the produced protons by the abundant H2 molecules in
Figure 5. The positively and negatively charged wires of a BN
gate belong to two concatenated grids. The schematic shows the
geometry of adjacent wires, with dimensions in mil.
Figure 6. Signals measured using an oscilloscope. Blue: BN
gate trigger NIM signal. Turquoise: -150 V BN gate pulse.
the source. Furthermore the yield of the proton source is
three orders of magnitude higher than at the lower pres-
sure.
2.3 Electrostatic focusing and pulsed electric
deflection
Various focusing elements are needed for the beam trans-
port of the H− ions leaving the Ar cell in the neutron BoB
experiment. Einzel lenses are the best choice inside the
throughgoing beam tube, whereas outside the biological
shield an electrostatic quadrupole doublet can be used.
A photograph of a suitable quadrupole doublet (QPD) is
shown in Fig. 12. The device consists of two individ-
ual electric quadrupoles (QPs), which are operated in a
crossed mode, resulting in a common focal point for all
particle trajectories [16]. The focusing of the QPD is in-
dependent on the mass of the focused charged particle.
Only the charge of the particle and the kinetic energy mat-
ters. The QPD is compact and light, compared to magnetic
Figure 7. TOF spectrum of 500 eV protons. The delay between
the pulses applied to the BN gates is 3.3 µs, while the delay t f
between the pulse to BNG1 and the detected signal is 7.2 µs.
Figure 8. Test facility in BoB laboratory at TUM.
Figure 9. Sketch of an experimental setup at the ion source in
the BoB lab.
systems. Furthermore it is cheap, concerning production
costs. The common focal point is achieved by operating
the second QP at higher voltage than the first one [16].
This can be explained by a "simple" physical picture. For
one focal area (A1), the first and the second QP act as a
combination of a convex (first) and diverging lens (sec-
ond). The focal length of this configuration is larger, com-
pared to the focal length of the first QP for this area. For
the second (crossed) focal area (A2) it is just the oppo-
site case. The first QP acts as a diverging lens, while the
second QP is a convex lens for this focal area (A2). The
focal length for this focal area is also larger compared to
pure focal length of the second QP. If both QP voltages are
equal, then there is no common focal point possible [17].
If the voltage of second QP is increased, compared to the
first QP, then the total focal length of focal area A1 will
Figure 10. Plasma proton source line profile at 5 · 10−4 mbar
source H2 pressure, measured by varying the delay time between
the gates and, thus, scanning the spike Tp over the line width.
The error bars denote the statistical error.
Figure 11. Proton source line profile at 5 · 10−3 mbar source H2
pressure.
increase (diverging strength of QP2 increases!). The focal
length of A2 will decrease, because the focusing effect of
QP2 will become stronger, due to the the higher voltage.
Both focal areas will concur at a certain point z f , for a cer-
tain voltage of QP2, if the voltage of QP1 is fixed. The
choice of voltages depends on the energy of the charged
particle, and on the selected focal point z f . We used this
QPD in our BN gate test measurements (see Fig. 7). There
we placed the doublet after the BN gates, and focused the
protons at the point, where the MCP detector was installed.
A further beam optic device, a deflector, which bends the
particle trace of the H− ions by 90 o was designed and built
[18] (see Fig. 14). Due to the spherical shaped electrodes,
the radial and axial deflector focusing lengths are equal
(see Fig. 13). The electric field of the deflector is
E(r) =
UR1R2
r2(R2 − R1) . (7)
The bending electric field E for 500 eV protons at r =
5 cm is E = 2 · 104 V/m. The corresponding voltage is
Figure 12. Electric quadrupole doublet.
Figure 13. Sketch of a 90 o electric deflector consisting of two
electrodes with curvature radii R1 and R2, r being the reference
particle radial coordinate. The deflector focuses both in horizon-
tal and vertical directions.
U = 416.7 V, which means + 208.4 V at the outer, and
− 208.4 V at the inner electrode.
The deflector was successfully tested at our beam facility
with O+ ions [19]. The results of these measurements (see
Fig. 15) also hold for protons, because the electric deflec-
tion depends only on the charge and the kinetic energy of
the ion. The dispersion of the deflector was measured by
changing the kinetic energy of the O+ ions.
Figure 14. Pulsed electric deflector consisting of two spherically
shaped insulated electrodes, one with a hole for the throughgoing
beam.
Figure 15. Dispersion of the electric deflector for O+ ions.
The deflector voltage U± was set to ± 208 V, which de-
flects ions with 500 eV kinetic energy. The data were
fitted with a Gaussian function. The dispersion peaks at
E0 = 575± 8 eV. The FWHM is 500± 20 eV (χ2/DOF =
1.4; R2 = 0.98). The wide dispersion is remedied using
the BN gate TOF system (or counter-field system) for the
selection of the BoB H− ions. COMSOL Multiphysicstm
[20] simulations (see Fig. 16) confirmed approximately
the theoretical model [18] leading to Eq. 7.
2.4 BN gate TOF chopper applications
A proton detection system, which uses secondary elec-
trons from thin foils, produced by protons with typical en-
ergies in the region 5- 20 keV, was investigated with our
Figure 16. Simulation of 500 eV proton (blue lines) through the
electric deflector (U± = 208 V). The divergence of the beam is
1.4% (velocity).
BN gate TOF system [22]. This proton detector shall be
used in experiments studying the decay of the free neu-
tron, were protons occur in the energy range of 0 - ∼750
eV [23]. These protons are accelerated to high higher ener-
gies by applying high voltage, and converted to secondary
electrons, which can be detected by standard electron de-
tectors.
Figure 17. Experimental setup for measuring the secondary elec-
tron production in thin foils by protons. Different foils were
tested (carbon foils coated with MgO and LiF). The foils are
placed in the center of the degrader.
The measurements were performed at our proton source
in the BoB lab. The degrader system ( see Fig. 17) was
installed 0.58 m (entrance frame) after the second BN gate
(see Fig. 9). The distance of the exit frame to the MCP
detector was 0.28 m. As an example Fig. 18 shows a
measurement with a carbon foil (17 µg/cm2), coated with
10 Å LiF.
The peak position (TOF channel 2370 in Fig. 18) of the
secondary electrons correspond to a kinetic energy of 18.5
keV of the secondary electrons. A simple approximative
calculation shows, that ∼29% of the secondary electrons
reach the MCP detector. The detection efficiency of 18
keV electrons is around 20%. The proton detection effi-
ciency for 500 eV protons is 5% [24]. Using these rough
estimates, we get a gain of 3.1 secondary electrons per in-
cident proton. Thorough studies of the electric field distri-
Figure 18. Blue: Secondary electron production by 500 eV pro-
tons, accelerated to 18 keV at the foil position in the degrader.
Red: Proton (500 eV) distribution at 0 V voltage in the degrader.
The proton source H2 pressure was 3·10−3 mbar.
bution and further measurements including incident beam
intensity monitoring are planned to obtain more accurate
secondary electron yield values.
3 Conclusion
A new experiment to detect the bound beta neutron decay
n → Hνe requires the development of novel methods and
technologies. The key requirement is a high rejection of
broad band backgrounds from thermal and fast hydrogen
atoms of yet unknown magnitude. It results from both the
rest gas and hydrogen forming from the abundant neutron
decay protons picking up an electron. We have demon-
strated these technologies using a laboratory setup produc-
ing fast protons and hydrogen atoms at energies up to 500
eV. A system of Bradbury Nielsen gates was built and used
as TOF selector system (chopper) for a narrow band beam
of fast protons. Such a fast switching electric system can
also be used for other measurements in neutron decay. We
have operated an Argon filled gas cell to verify the charge
exchange process. This cell still needs to be optimized
concerning the number density of Argon atoms. We have
also simulated, built and tested the dispersive ion optics
and the ion detector using protons and positive Oxygen
ions. This system is to be placed downstream of the Ar-
gon cell acting as a second velocity discriminating system.
With these technologies at hand, we can now optimize the
full set-up to be operated with metastable hydrogen atoms
in order to probe shielding of electric fields and to ver-
ify the efficiencies of individual components. We thus are
conceptually prepared to build a first experiment at a high
flux neutron source with throughgoing beam pipe.
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